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1.0 Conformity
1.1 Introduction
Transportation conformity provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments require metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs) make a determination that the Long-Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP), Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), and projects conform to the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) and regional emissions will not negatively impact the region’s
ability to meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
Conformity to the SIP means that the region’s LRTPs and TIPs 1) will not cause any new
violations of the NAAQS; 2) will not increase the frequency or severity of existing violation;
and 3) will not delay attaining the NAAQS. A demonstration is conducted by comparing
emissions estimates generated from implementation of LRTPs and TIPs for analysis years to
the motor vehicle emissions budgets (MVEBs) contained in the maintenance SIP.
The purpose of this report is to document the process and findings of the
transportation conformity analysis for the conformity area.

1.2 Conformity Area and Conformity
The conformity area consists of the three counties of Calhoun, Kalamazoo, and Van
Buren. Within the boundary are the MPOs of the Battle Creek Area Transportation
Study (BCATS) and the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study (KATS), as well as, the
rural projects contained in the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).
Findings of the transportation conformity analysis are for projects contained within:
•
•
•
•
•

BCATS 2040 LRTP,
BCATS 2017-20 TIP,
KATS 2045 LRTP,
KATS 2017-20 TIP, and
STIP.
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1.3 Conformity Finding
The staff of BCATS and KATS finds that the LRTPs and TIPs conform to the SIP for the 1997
ozone standard based on the results of this conformity analysis. This report makes the
determination that the region’s transportation plan and programs satisfy all applicable
criteria and procedures in the conformity regulations.
This conformity analysis document is subject to public comment period, for BCATS from
Feb. 7 through Feb. 27, 2019 and for KATS from Feb. 5 through March 27, 2019.
Comments received will be recognized, considered, and a response provided.
The MPOs policy committee will make a formal conformity determination,
through a resolution, at the:
• BCATS Policy Committee on Feb. 27, 2019
• KATS Policy Committee on March 27, 2019.

1.4 Results of Conformity Analysis
Conformity is demonstrated when the analysis-year emissions are equal to or less than the SIP
budget. For the 1997 ozone standard, as shown in Table 1, the emission results for the
analysis years show that the volatile organic compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx)
emissions are lower than the SIP budgets; thus, conformity for the ozone standard is
demonstrated.
Table 1: Results of 1997 Ozone Standard Conformity Analysis
Emissions
(tons/day)

Analysis Year

SIP Budget
2020
2030
2040
2045
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29.67
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4.20
2.95
2.84
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NOx
54.36
10.75
4.95
3.19
3.09

2.0 Background and Attainment Status
2.1 Background
The Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) established rules to improve the air,
protect public health, and protect the environment. The act requires the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to set, review, and revise the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) periodically.
The Clean Air Act links together air quality planning and transportation planning through the
transportation conformity process. Air quality planning is controlled by Michigan’s SIP, which
includes the state’s plans for attaining or maintaining the NAAQS. The main transportation
planning tools are the metropolitan LRTP and the metropolitan TIP. Transportation conformity
ensures that federal funding and approval are given to highway and transit activities that are
consistent with the SIP and that these activities will not affect Michigan’s ability to achieve the
NAAQS.
Transportation activities that are subject to conformity are LRTPs, TIPs, and all non-exempt
federal projects that receive Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) or Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) funding or approval. The conformity process ensures emissions from
LRTP, TIP, or projects are within acceptable levels specified within the SIP and meet the goals of
the SIP.
Transportation conformity only applies to on-road sources and transportationrelated pollutants: ozone, particulate matter (particulate sizes 2.5 and 10), nitrogen
dioxide, and carbon monoxide.
In addition to emissions that are directly emitted, regulations specifically require certain
precursor pollutants to be addressed. Precursor pollutants are those pollutants that
contribute to the formation of other pollutants. For example, ozone is not directly emitted
but created when NOx and VOC react with sunlight.
When the EPA revises a NAAQS, all areas of the country are evaluated to determine if
monitored levels of the pollutant are at or below the standard; these areas are classified
as attainment. If the pollutant level is above the standard, these areas are classified as
nonattainment. MPOs in areas classified as nonattainment or maintenance must conduct
conformity analysis on their transportation programs.

2.2 Attainment Status
On April 15, 2004, the EPA issued final designations of areas not attaining the 1997
ozone NAAQS (also referred to as 1997 ozone standard). The three counties Calhoun,
Kalamazoo, and Van Buren were designated a nonattainment area.
On May 16, 2007, the EPA redesignated the area attainment/maintenance, approving and
finding adequate motor vehicle emissions budgets for VOC and NOx for the year 2018.
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Placing the area into maintenance, this requires conformity emission to be compared to the
motor vehicle emission budgets contained in the SIP, referred to as SIP budgets.
On July 20, 2012, the EPA designated all of Michigan as attainment for the strengthened
2008 ozone NAAQS.
On July 20, 2013, the EPA partially revoked the 1997 ozone standard, revoking the
requirement to do transportation conformity for areas that were in maintenance. On April
6, 2015, the EPA completely revoked the 1997 ozone standard, which resulted in removal of
all transportation conformity requirements.
On Jan. 16, 2018, the EPA designated Calhoun County attainment for the strengthened
2015 ozone NAAQS (also referred to as 2015 ozone standard). Then on Aug. 3, 2018,
Kalamazoo and Van Buren Counties were also designated.
On April 23, 2018, the FHWA, complying with the court’s decision in South Coast Air Quality
Management District v. EPA, started requiring areas in the country that were maintenance
for the 1997 ozone standard and attainment for the 2008 ozone standard to conduct
conformity. Later, this was amended to give MPOs until Feb. 16, 2019, to make conformity
determinations.

2.3 SIP Budgets
The Kalamazoo – Battle Creek conformity area has existing maintenance budgets from the
1997 ozone standard maintenance SIP. Regulations require use of these budgets to test
against for ozone standard. Emissions generated must be equal to or less than the SIP
budgets, also referred to as the MVEB. MVEB is the portion of the total allowable emissions
allocated to highway and transit vehicle use in the maintenance or nonattainment area. By
showing emissions are below the MVEB, the LRTPs and TIP are conforming to the SIP.

3.0 Interagency Consultation
Consultation with federal, state, and local transportation authorities is conducted through the
Michigan Transportation Conformity Interagency Workgroup (MITC-IAWG). Issues discussed
include evaluating and choosing emission models and methods, determining regionally
significant project definition, procedures for future MITC-IAWG meetings, and rules for
reviewing projects.
An initial MITC-IAWG was held on Oct. 25, 2018, with a meeting to review projects held Dec. 17,
2018. Individuals attended in person or by conference call. Summaries of the meetings and all
interagency consultation correspondence related to this conformity are in Appendix A. Copies of
this conformity analysis were sent to each MITC-IAWG member to review and comment.
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4.0 Public Participation
The Public Participation Plan adopted by the MPO Policy Committee establishes the
procedures by which the MPOs reach affected public agencies and the public. The same
procedures were followed for this document, ensuring the public has an opportunity to review
and comment before the MPOs make a determination.
Formal public comment periods for the draft Air Quality Conformity Analysis will be held
for BCATS from Feb. 7 through Feb. 27, 2019 and KATS from Feb. 5 through March 27,
2019. Public comments received and responses to those comments will be in Appendix B.

5.0 Modeled Project in Conformity Analysis
All projects in the LRTPs, TIP, and amendments were evaluated for inclusion in the analysis.
Projects classified as non-exempt must be analyzed. Projects with exempt classification
that can be modeled with the travel demand model were modeled. Appendix C includes a
complete list of the projects evaluated for, and included, in this analysis.

6.0 Transportation Modeling
6.1 Travel Demand Forecasting Model
Nonattainment areas are established independent of MPO boundaries. The conformity area is
covered by three travel demand forecasting models: the BCATS model, the KATS model, and
the statewide model covering the rural areas. Each of these models were developed in
TransCAD modeling software and using the latest demographic and employment data available
to generate estimates of travel, vehicle miles of travel (VMT), and speeds. Detailed
documentation on each of these models is contained in separate documents available upon
request.
6.1.2 BCATS Model
The BCATS model covers the greater Battle Creek and Springfield area. It was developed by
MDOT and is a standard four-step model with a base year of 2010 and horizon year of 2040.
Each of the four steps - trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and traffic assignment are checked for reasonableness against national standards. Final model validation verifies that
the assigned volumes replicate actual traffic counts. The decennial 2010 census and American
Community Survey are the sources of population and household base data. Employment data is
developed from a private business database verified with local knowledge. Future data is based
on the Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) economic and demographic forecasts. The
University of Michigan and MDOT jointly develop county-specific forecast data.
6.1.3 KATS Model
This model is a regional model developed by a consultant and covers all of Kalamazoo County
and four townships in Van Buren County. It is a standard four-step model with time of day, a
base year of 2010, and horizon year of 2045. Each of the four steps - trip generation, trip
distribution, mode choice, and traffic assignment - are checked for reasonableness against
8|Page
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national standards. Final model validation verifies that the assigned volumes replicate actual
traffic counts. The decennial 2010 census and American Community Survey are the sources of
population and household base data. Employment data is developed from a private business
database verified with local knowledge. Future data is based on the Regional Economic Models,
Inc. (REMI) economic and demographic forecasts. The University of Michigan and MDOT jointly
develop county-specific forecast data.
6.1.4 Statewide Model
The statewide model developed by MDOT covers all counties in the state and was used for the
non-urban parts of Calhoun and Van Buren counties. The model is a standard three-step trip
generation, trip distribution, and assignment model, with a base year 2010 and a 2045 future
year. Trip assignment uses an equilibrium method and was validated against traffic counts using
MDOT standards and those suggested by FHWA.
6.1.5 Coding Travel Demand Model Links for NFC by Urban and Rural
For emission modeling, the National Functional Classification (NFC) system is used to
determine the function of roads; however, NFCs after 2010 do not distinguish roads by
urban and rural. The emission model, Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES), requires
roads to be classified as urban or rural. MOVES requires roads to be grouped into one of
four road types: rural restricted, rural unrestricted, urban restricted, and urban
unrestricted. To determine a road’s urban or rural status, roads within the adjusted census
urban boundary were considered urban and those outside as rural. NFCs designated as
interstate and other freeways are considered restricted while all others are considered
unrestricted. The Michigan Geographic Framework (GIS digital base map) was used to
combine NFC with adjusted census urban boundary to generate MOVES road types for the
network.
6.1.6 Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)
The EPA and FHWA endorse HPMS as the source of VMT estimates. The travel demand
modeling VMT is aggregated by NFC road types for the county then normalized to HPMS
data for the base year/validation year of the travel demand model. Normalization factors
were applied to all analysis years.

6.2 Analysis Years
Analysis years were determined by the MITC-IAWG. Projects requiring modeling are
grouped into an analysis year based on the project’s open to traffic date. Emissions are
generated for each analysis year.
Analysis Year
2020
2030
2040
2045
9|Page
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7.0 Latest Planning Assumptions
7.1 Demographic Data
The most current and future assumptions developed or approved by the MPO were used
in the development of the travel demand models. Table 2 shows base and future year
population and employment by county from the travel demand models.
Table 2: Base and Future Year Population and Employment by County
Population

County

Employment

2010

2045

2010

2045

Calhoun County

136,146

139,112

71,209

79,977

Kalamazoo County

250,31

287,703

140,638

164,778

Van Buren County

76,258

80,600

27,162

32,865

7.2 Vehicle Miles of Travel
Vehicle miles of travel (VMT) is one measure of the travel. Current and future levels of
travel and growth rates are provided in Table 3.
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Table 3: Vehicle Miles of Travel and Growth Rate by County
Calhoun County
VMT
Growth Rate

Kalamazoo County
VMT
Growth Rate

Van Buren County
VMT
Growth Rate

Base Year
2010

Analysis year
2020

2030

4,461,576 4,593,118 4,715,936
1.000
Base Year
2010

1.029

Base Year
2010

4,835,786

1.081

1.084

2040

2045

Analysis year
2020

2030

1.098

7,863,566

7,944,368

1.208

1.220

2040

2045

1.171
Analysis year

2020

2030

2,714,319 2,936,468 3,057,865
1.000

2045

4,822,116

1.057

6,512,223 7,148,254 7,624,681
1.000

2040

1.082

3,097,750

3,112,388

1.141

1.147

1.127

7.3 Vehicle Hours of Travel
Vehicle hours of travel (VHT) is an indicator of congestion. Current and future levels are
provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Vehicle Hours of Travel by County
Analysis year

Calhoun County

Base Year
2010

2020

2030

2040

2045

VHT

97,523

100,338

102,925

105,180

105,571

Analysis year

Kalamazoo County

Base Year
2010

2020

2030

2040

2045

VHT

176,614

199,399

216,568

225,951

229,703

Analysis year

Van Buren County

Base Year
2010

2020

2030

2040

2045

VHT

55,152

60,079

63,351

64,530

65,034
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7.4 Transportation Control Measures
There are no transportation control measures (TCMs) identified in the applicable state
implementation plan. Thus, no measures are included at this time.

8.0 Emission Modeling
8.1 MOVES Specifications
The EPA’s MOVES version MOVES2014b was used to generate emissions. Ozone is formed
in the presence of heat and sunlight, so the highest ozone concentrations are monitored
during the summer. This conformity analysis involves generating a summer (July)
weekday emissions to simulate the meteorology of a high-ozone summer day.

8.2 Road Type Distribution
HPMS data is used to create MOVES road-type distribution fractions. County-level HPMS
passenger data is used for motorcycle and passenger vehicles, and commercial HPMS is
used for trucks and buses. HPMS VMT is aggregated to MOVES road types then
converted to a fraction, generating a road-type distribution.

8.3 Average Speed
Speed distributions are created using a method developed by EPA for taking a single
average speed and creating a distribution. The method generates an average speed
fraction by MOVES road type, by day, by hour, and speed bin from speeds generated by
the travel demand forecasting models. The same distribution is used for each vehicle type.

8.4 Ramp Fraction
The default vehicle hours traveled ramp fraction of 8 percent was used.

8.5 Average Weekday VMT to Annual VMT
Monthly VMT adjustment factors were obtained from MDOT’s data collection area. The
EPA's AADVT Converter-Tool MOVES 2014 was used to convert annual average daily VMT to
annual VMT, monthly VMT fractions, and daily VMT fractions. Hourly fractions use MOVES
default data. For motorcycles, the monthly fractions use MOVES defaults since local data is
limited. Future analysis years utilize the same fractions.

8.6 Vehicle Population
The source of the vehicle population is the Michigan Secretary of State (SOS) vehicle
registration database of 2012. The database was supplemented with school bus data from
the Michigan Department of Education and MDOT public transit bus data. The EPA's default
12 | P a g e
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distributions were used to determine intercity bus, refuse truck, single-unit truck, and
combination truck categories. The SOS data must be converted to MOVES source (vehicle)
types. Table 5 shows how vehicle body style combined with plate type and company code is
used to obtain MOVES vehicle types.
Future year vehicle population is based on growth in VMT from base year to analysis
year. Growth rate is applied to all MOVES vehicle types. Table 3 shows the VMT for each
analysis year and growth rate.

8.7 Vehicle Age Distribution
MOVES requires vehicle age as one of the local data inputs. The Michigan SOS vehicle
registration database of 2012 was the source of vehicle ages. Vehicles are assigned to an age
group, from 0 to 30-plus, based on model year indicated in the SOS database, with 0 being the
newest vehicles (2012 or newer) and each year is its own group until vehicles are 30 years and
older, which are aggregated into the 30-plus group. The SOS database is sorted by MOVES
vehicle types and age. For intercity buses, refuse trucks, single-unit trucks, and combination
trucks, the EPA’s default age distribution are used to calculate splits in population because of
limited numbers. Base-year age distribution fractions were used for all future years.

8.8 Other Local Data
The MOVES model allows input for other types of local data, if available. This conformity
demonstration used default meteorology data since the budgets were developed using
default data; thus, analysis should also. Lacking local data, defaults were used for hoteling
(truck parking) and starts. The default fuel data is correct for Michigan.

9.0 Conclusion
Conformity has a two-step approval process. The MPOs must make a formal conformity
determination through a resolution that the findings of this conformity analysis conform
to the SIP; thus, emissions are at or below the budgets found in the SIP. Then FHWA,
jointly with the FTA, after consultation with the EPA, issues a letter of concurrence with
the determination.
The conformity analysis described here and conducted by MDOT, with support of BCATS
and KATS, concludes that the BCATS 2040 LRTP and 2017-20 TIP, KATS 2045 LRTP and
2017-20 TIP, and the rural projects meet all applicable requirements for conformity for
the 1997 ozone standard; thus, it is recommended for approval by FHWA.
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Table 5: MOVES Source Types from SOS Body Style, Plate Type, and Company Code
MOVES Source Type
SOS Body Style, Plate Type, and Company code
11 – Motorcycles
21 – Passenger Cars

Motorcycles
Two-Door
Four-Door
Convertible
Roadster
Low-Speed

31 – Passenger Trucks Station Wagon
Pickup
Van
Hearse with Plate Type, Personal
Ambulance with Plate Type, Personal
Panel Van with Plate Type, Personal
32 – Light Commercial Pickup Commercial or Company
Trucks
Van Commercial or Company
Hearse Commercial or Company
Ambulance Commercial or Company
Panel Van Commercial or Company
Utility Truck
Wrecker
40 – Buses
(MOVES: 41*, 42, 43)

Bus; Supplemented with Other Data Sources

50 – Single-Unit
Trucks*
(MOVES: 51, 52,
53)

Dump Truck
Mixer Truck
Stake Truck

54 –
Motorhomes

Motorhome

60 – Combination
Trucks*
(MOVES: 61, 62)

Tractor Trailer
Tanker

* The EPA default age distribution is applied to calculate individual MOVES Source Type categories.
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Appendix A: Meeting Summary of the Interagency Workgroups
Summary of Meeting
Michigan Transportation Conformity Interagency Workgroup (MITC- IAWG)
Kalamazoo- Battle Creek Conformity Area
10 a.m. - Noon (EDT), Thursday, Oct. 25, 2018
MDOT Kalamazoo Transportation Service Center, 5372 S 9th St., Kalamazoo, MI 49009
Conference number and web link information provided in e-mail
Name
In attendance:
Andrea Dewey
Breanna Bukowski
Kaitlyn Leffert
Michael Leslie
Susan Weber
Pat Karr
Andy Tilma
Jon Start
Steve Stepek
Megan Mickelson
Donna Wittl
Jeff Franklin
David Fairchild
Ryan Gladding
Amy Lipset
Brian Sanada

Agency
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ)
MDEQ
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
Battle Creek MPO
Battle Creek MPO
Kalamazoo MPO
Kalamazoo MPO
Kalamazoo MPO
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT)
MDOT
MDOT
MDOT
MDOT
MDOT

Absent:
Angelica Salgado
Eric Mullen

FTA
MDOT

Attendance at the meeting was in person or teleconferencing with web linking.
Materials distributed before the meeting:
1) Agenda
2) Exempt Project Excerpt from EPA Transportation Conformity Regulations – April 2012
3) 2016 Memorandum of Agreement Regarding Determination of Conformity of Transportation
Plans, Programs, and Projects to State Implementation Plans
4) PM Hot-spot Analyses: FAQs
5) Link to information on Road Diets (agenda topic): https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/
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6) Link to conformity training:
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/Environment/air_quality/conformity/training/sdtrain.cfm

The interagency work group meeting was facilitated by slides. The slides are provided with a
summary of discussion related to slide below it. Some slides had no discussion.

It was emphasized this is a collaborative process and the group was encouraged to ask questions
and have a discussion. The group is here to discuss the rules (maybe set them up), to evaluate the
road projects in the LRTPs and TIPs and those projects in the rural area (outside the MPOs), to
ensure emissions from on-road travel are consistent with the goals of the SIP. The question was
asked if the name “Kalamazoo – Battle Creek” was the correct name for the conformity area. The
federal register was checked when the area was designated as a 1997 ozone nonattainment area in
2004 and it is correct.
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The Kalamazoo – Battle Creek conformity area is comprised of three counties; Calhoun, Kalamazoo,
and Van Buren.

The group discussed the court case decisions. Status of the area is attainment but must do
conformity for the reminder of the maintenance period which will be until 2027. It was stated that a
conformity finding needs to be in place on Feb. 16, 2019 - that means an approval letter from
FHWA. Next year’s new TIP will need to conform, too. It was offered to the Kalamazoo TMA, if they
wanted, that MDOT would run the emission model for conformity until Sept. 30, 2019, to assist the
MPOs in meeting the February 2019 date and getting through the new TIP development. Kalamazoo
TMA said they would accept MDOT’s offer. It was stated that even though it is required to do
conformity, the area is only considered a maintenance area for anti-backsliding. The status of the
area is attainment, so the LRTP update cycle will stay five years. Discussed briefly was the travel
demand model base and horizon year and the need for the MPOs to have the same years. Emissions
are generated in the MOVES model at the county level. MPOs in the same county need to have the
same base year. It is better to have the same base year in case the MPOs boundary expands into
the next county and to limit the interim years required. MPOs in different counties, within the same
conformity area, can have different base years but need to have the same interim years and horizon
year.
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Everyone indicated they had received a copy of the Transportations Conformity SIP MOA. It was
asked why SEMCOG was the only MPO that signed. The answer was because SEMCOG was the only
nonattainment or maintenance area at the time the document was signed. Since Battle Creek and
Kalamazoo MPOs are in an attainment area, technically they don’t have to sign the document. But
these are the rules we use in Michigan, so all IAWGs are following the same format and rules, and
the majority are included in Transportation Conformity Rule. The Transportation Conformity SIP
provides an easier way to understand the rules and process.
There was discussion on what is being conformed. The LTRP with all the projects from the TIP are
conformed together. This gives a base, so moving forward it will need to be seen if projects would
change the conformity emissions. Any amendments after conformity analysis projects are
assembled will need to be reviewed by the IAWG. The question was asked whether the changes to
the TIP could potentially change the conformity analysis. If all projects are exempt, then conformity
analysis is still valid. Conformity will need to be done on existing LRTP and TIP, so conformity
analysis will need to be in place for Feb. 16, 2019.
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It was asked even though TMAs are generally responsible for running the travel demand model and
emission model if MDOT would do it. MDOT will run the emission model through Sept. 30, 2019.
The TMA will provide the travel demand model inputs needed for MOVES and MDOT will run
MOVES.
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One of the main functions of the IAWG is to evaluate projects for conformity analysis. The projects
that form the LRTP and TIP are evaluated for conformity. We are doing regional conformity –
conformity must be determined every four years. Conformity must be determined before federal
approval or acceptance.

Non-federal projects only need to be included in regional conformity if determined to be regionally
significant for air quality.
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Projects that are 100 percent state or locally funded and do not require any federal approval are not
required to be included in the conformity analysis unless determined to be regionally significant for
air quality. The IAWG can make the definition more restrictive but not less. The group was not ready
to decide the definition at this meeting. Regionally significant projects need to be modeled in a
conformity analysis but won’t trigger a conformity analysis.

All projects need to be evaluated to determine if they need to be included in a conformity analysis.
The evaluation is to determine if the project is exempt or nonexempt. If a project is classified as
exempt it does not need to be included in the conformity analysis. One of the main tasks of the
IAWG is to determine if a project is exempt; thus, the project does not need to be included in the
conformity analysis. Table 2 shows projects that have a minor or limited impact on air quality. It is
important to understand why a project is exempt.
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There was a question on why transportation enhancement activities are exempt but rehabilitation
is not. This will be clarified; it’s not an issue now but an MPO had a project like this in the past.
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Table 3 includes projects that are exempt from regional conformity but not project-level, which is a
more detailed analysis. We are doing regional analysis. These types of projects have local impacts on
air quality and we are doing regional conformity.
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As a project moves from design to build, its status as exempt can change.
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The emissions generated from the conformity analysis must be equal or less than the budget or
otherwise known as the MVEB. The MVEB is the portion of the total allowable emissions in the area
allocated to highway and transit vehicles. By being below the SIP budget, the LRTP and TIP are
conforming to the SIP. The budget is the combined emissions for all three counties; emissions are
generated at the county level. The emission budget will stay the same until a second maintenance
plan is developed. It was emphasized the conformity needs to be done on the current LRTPs and
TIPs.

The question was asked if this administrative modification was based on the federal definition.
FHWA was going to determine an answer to this. Because we are starting the process with some
projects having already been determined to be part of an administrative modification list, all
projects on that list should be evaluated for exempt or nonexempt status. Then, if an amendment is
an administrative modification, it would be exempt. There was discussion about moving a project
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within an analysis year group. If a project’s open-to-traffic date was 2032 and moved to 2034, this
would not cause a new conformity analysis. But moving the project from 2034 to an open-to-traffic
date of 2022 would cause a new conformity analysis because it is moving the project to a new
analysis year group. The timeframe to do a conformity analysis was discussed, estimating it will take
60 days from IAWG meeting to start of public comment period. Once the process has been
completed a few times it could be less but right now that is what MDOT is estimating.
All projects need to be presented to the IAWG. The question was asked if projects need to be sent
to IAWG for review every time the MPO does an amendment. Yes, even if they are on the exempt
list. It is the job of IAWG to determine a project’s status.

There was discussion on use of the public participation plan. Since they do not have conformity
analysis specifically listed, the MPOs should use the requirements for the TIP and or LRTP.

IAWG designated contact:
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DEQ contact: Breanna Bukowski
Alternate contact: Kaitlyn Leffert
FHWA contact: Andrea Dewey
Alternate contact: If needed, Andrea will delegate
EPA contact: Michael Leslie
Alternate contact: None
MDOT contact: Donna Wittl
Alternate contact: to be determined
FTA contact: Susan Weber
Alternate contact: To be determined
Battle Creek MPO: Andy Tilma
Alternate contact: Pat Karr
Kalamazoo MPO contact: To be determined
Alternate contact: To be determined

It was discussed that Mark K. could send the STIP list or MPO could ask for the list; exact details to
be determined. It was suggested that at least, at first, a response to the e-mail meeting would be
required; this way we know people are receiving the e-mails.
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Donna Wittl will send out an example of the conformity document.
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Summary of Meeting
Michigan Transportation Conformity Interagency Workgroup (MITC- IAWG)
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek Conformity Area
10:30 – 11 a.m. (EST), Monday, Dec. 17, 2018
TPS 3rd floor, Van Wagoner Transportation Building, Lansing, MI
Conference number and web link information provided in email
Name
Agency
In attendance:
Aaron Dawson
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Breanna Bukowski
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ)
Michael Leslie
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Susan Weber
Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
Pat Karr
Battle Creek MPO
Andy Tilma
Battle Creek MPO
Steve Stepek
Kalamazoo MPO
Jon Start
Kalamazoo MPO
Donna Wittl
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT)
Jeff Franklin
MDOT
David Fairchild
MDOT
Tyler Kent
MDOT
Rob Maffeo
MDOT
Ryan Gladding
MDOT
Brian Sanada
MDOT
Attendance at the meeting was in person or teleconferencing with web linking.
Agenda:
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1) Review analysis years and model information.
2) Review project lists.
Project lists are color coded, with yellow being non-exempt projects, orange being exempt
but might want to discuss, and blue are project that need more information for a decision to
be made. Workbooks may have more than one worksheet.
3) Update on South Coast II court decision.
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek MITC-IAWG reviewed and agreed with the analysis years. The group
decided that since 2018 would be past once the analysis was conducted it would be not be used as
an analysis year. Base year 2010 with analysis years of 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2045 would be used.
The group discussed the project list. All the projects in the Battle Creek MPO area were determined
to be exempt. The same was true for those projects in the STIP in Calhoun County.
The project list from Kalamazoo MPO was discussed, including projects in Kalamazoo and Van Buren
counties. Duplicate projects in the list were discussed and projects noted. It was stated that since a
conformity analysis is being conducted, any project exempt or non-exempt that can be modeled
with the travel demand model would be modeled. It was discussed that complete project
descriptions would assist in determining project status of exempt versus non-exempt.
Road diets were discussed. If a road diet is less than a mile could it be considered exempt? It could
be but it would still need to be discussed by the IAWG, not an automatic exempt. FHWA would like
further consideration of this and is waiting for more guidance from their headquarters on this topic.
FHWA said that, with the prevalence of road diets in Michigan, they are concerned with not having
more specific criteria. Michigan will have a statewide IAWG meeting on road diets to discuss these
issues.
The list of road projects from the STIP in Van Buren County was discussed. All projects are exempt.
An update on the South Coast II court decision was provided and discussed. It was stated the EPA
has released guidance on the requirements for the 1997 ozone areas. The guidance states what
does not need to be done; areas do not need to run the emission model (MOVES) but need to do
everything else, which includes IAWG to review projects, create a conformity document, and have a
policy committee resolution. FHWA is coming out with a template on what a conformity document
would be without analysis. As part of the court decision, areas need to have in place a second
maintenance plan. DEQ is currently working on these plans. Most 1997 areas in Michigan, it
appears, will qualify for a “limited maintenance plan.” Once these second maintenance plans are in
place, the conformity process will significantly diminish. Based on the unstable environment of the
court case, and that doing the emission analysis is not much more work given the stability it will
provide, we are going to continue to do a traditional conformity analysis to meet the Feb. 16, 2019,
due date from the court.
The conformity process was discussed. Once the conformity analysis document is completed, it will
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need to go out for public comment and then each of the MPO policy committees will need to make
a formal resolution supporting the findings. The public comment process should be what the MPO
has in their public involvement plan. If they don’t have a specific mention of air quality conformity
analysis, they should use what is most appropriate.
Future TIP amendments were discussed. All future TIP amendments need to be reviewed by the
IAWG. IAWG meetings can be conducted by e-mail if all the projects are exempt. If an amendment
contains a non-exempt project, a conference call IAWG will need to be held. A conference call can
also be held even if all projects are exempt. It was asked for a list of IAWG contacts. The
appointment for this meeting contains the list of contacts. One of the reasons a group list or blind
copying is not used is so participants know the group.
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Appendix B: Public Comments and Responses
No comments received to date.
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Appendix C: Projects Included in Conformity Analysis
The list of projects included in this analysis can be found here https://goo.gl/Ht5ooZ
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